
A place of convergence where the boundaries between land, sea and sky merge in 
an amphibian world of mist, murk, mud!ats and marsh, where the people of the land were 
also people of water and a magni"cent diversity of plants and animals existed on the 

boundaries between.  A place of shi#ing landscapes, between history and future, 
between legend and fact, where rivers leave their beds to !ow free 
across open country and the land is in !ux, occasionally revealing 

the earths secrets; bog oaks, Viking longboats, the fossil of 
a monstrous Jurassic "sh that cruised the oceans, long held 

stories of the wetland.  Paddling into Peterborough on the 
Nene from beyond the Ferry Bridge you’d never know a 

city was so near the reed beds and lillies. In the dark 
green water are tales of 

Tidal surges that 
lock the river !ow long before it nears 

the coast are contained by an immense system of 
dams, drains, pumps and washes that hold back the sea as 

King Canute could not. His ghostly "gure stalks the land alongside Hereward 
the Wake and the folklores and tales of boggarts and bogles, spectres, 

will-o’-the-wisps , jack-o’-lanterns glowing over the marshes and the 
Toadmen who had power over horses. A place of irony and con-

tradiction where the marsh kept people free from authority 
but contained in islands, where the land was rich with 

food, wildfowl, "sh, eels, sedge for thatching 
and turf for fuel but the waters held 

many dangers.

monsters and mermaids, g iant pike lurking in po
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the water dragon of Fenland.
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 convergence, this con" uence of water, weather, land, and sky, of managed and wild lands and of people, languages and cultures.
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